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The (p ,d*) pickup reaction, leading to spin-singlet and spin-triplet continuum final states of the np system,
is treated within the adiabatic approximation. Calculations are carried out for the 13C(p ,d*) and 13C(p ,d)
reactions at 35 MeV, leading to the ground and 4.44 MeV states of 12C, for which new data have recently been
reported. The np relative energy dependence of the (p ,d*) cross sections and the contributions from triplet
and singlet configurations are clarified. We show that, within the adiabatic model, theoretical expectations for
the magnitude of the singlet state cross section and of the relative magnitudes of the cross sections for the
(p ,d) and singlet and triplet (p ,d*) channels are particularly transparent. The calculated adiabatic model cross
sections differ by an order of magnitude from recently published calculations and data. We show that vector
analyzing power data for the ground state transition could be very valuable in clarifying this disagreement.
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PACS number~s!: 24.10.2i, 24.50.1g, 25.40.HsI. INTRODUCTION
Reactions involving the deuteron, the bound T50, S51
state of the neutron-proton (np) system, play an important
part in nuclear structure studies. Theoretically, such data
have been invaluable in the assessment of very general theo-
retical methods for the treatment of three-body and breakup
effects in strongly interacting weakly bound systems. The
np system, however, also exhibits a virtual T51, S50 state,
commonly referred to as the singlet deuteron. The necessity
to deal theoretically with the breakup of, and transfer to,
such virtual states is likely to become increasingly important
for the study of light-neutron-rich systems @1#. In this sense
the (p ,d*) reaction provides a prototype for the study of
transfer reactions involving virtual state contributions to un-
bound three-body final states. The (p ,d*) reaction is particu-
larly suited to study these theoretical ideas given our knowl-
edge of the underlying np interaction and the existence, in
this case, of the bound deuteron system only 2 MeV in en-
ergy from the continuum. The requirement of a consistent
description of both the bound and continuum systems is very
powerful in assessing the theoretical methods quantitatively.
Reactions involving three-particle final states of a neu-
tron, proton, and third body exhibit strong final state interac-
tion effects between the nucleons, particularly if the np
states populated have low relative energy. We refer to such
low energy np configurations here by d*. The major aim of
the present work is to quantify the role of the singlet
(S50) spin d* channel on the (p ,d*) pickup reaction and
the accuracy of the adiabatic approximation when the neu-
tron and proton are observed with low relative energy, of
order 1 MeV.
Early tentative evidence of singlet deuteron production
was reported by many authors, both from incomplete and
complete three-body experiments, e.g., @2#. Temmer @3# dis-
cussed the possibility of the d* pickup reaction, suggesting
* Present and permanent address: Department of Physics, Univer-
sity of Gaziantep, Gaziantep, Turkey.53/53~6!/2949~9!/$10.00that the state might be observed in a (p ,pn) pickup experi-
ment. The possibility of singlet state data suggested the use
of such three-body reactions in nuclear spectroscopic studies;
however, convenient three-body reaction methods were not
then available. In early analyses the final state was assumed
to be produced by two-step sequential decay, where the d*
behaves as a single entity for long enough to escape the
interaction region. Theoretical treatments reflected this pic-
ture via plane wave @4# and distorted wave Born approxima-
tion ~DWBA! @5# calculations of the singlet and triplet final
states. Experimentally, Cohen et al. @6# carried out experi-
mental studies of (p ,d*) reactions on odd-neutron targets,
showing evidence for singlet deuteron formation. A general
conclusion of these earlier works was that, at incident proton
energies around 10 MeV, sequential decays through excited
target states were significant and complicated the observation
of contributions from the np virtual state.
New measurements @7# of neutron pickup to the con-
tinuum have recently been reported at 35 MeV incident pro-
ton energy. The experimental setup for these data was such
as to enhance detection of np pairs in a relative 1S0 state.
The data, for a 13C target, include differential cross section
data for both the (d ,p) and spin singlet @p ,d*(S50)# chan-
nels, leading to both the ground and first 21 excited states of
12C. Coupled channels Born approximation ~CCBA! calcu-
lations, based on the coupled discretized continuum channels
~CDCC! method @8# for treating the final states, accompanied
the published data for this system @7,10# and appeared to
provide a consistent analysis of both the (p ,d) and
@p ,d*(S50)# reaction data. Here, we develop a theoretical
description of the reactions using the adiabatic approxima-
tion @9#. Use of the adiabatic approach makes the connection
between the bound and continuum channel transfer reaction
calculations particularly transparent. This leads to specific
expectations for the relative magnitudes of the cross sections
for the two processes based, primarily, upon the elementary
properties of the triplet and singlet channel np systems.
At the relative np energies of interest we will assume that
the np pair are produced in a relative S state, being either in
the 1S0 (T51) or 3S1 (T50) states. Since these two spin2949 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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isovector spin-orbit contribution to the nucleon-nucleus in-
teractions, we can assume that coupling between these spin
states is negligible @11#. More generally, with increasing en-
ergy, these spin coupling effects will become more impor-
tant. For example, Al-Khalili et al. @12# showed that singlet
spin channel coupling has a large effect on the analyzing
powers for deuteron scattering at energies in excess of 200
MeV. In that case, however, the coupling proceeds through
the isoscalar spin-orbit force and np relative P waves.
The consideration and dominance of low relative con-
tinuum energies is well suited to the use of the adiabatic
approximation for the treatment of the three-body dynamics
in the final state. The adiabatic method was used previously
in the study of final state interaction effects in the (3He,
pp) system @13#. In this paper we investigate the nature of
the np relative energy dependence of the @p ,d*(S)# cross
sections and the extent to which the triplet and singlet states
contribute to the process. Because of the weak coupling be-
tween spin channels, discussed above, the singlet and triplet
state contributions to the final state will be analyzed sepa-
rately.
In the following section we present the formal aspects of
the use of the adiabatic approximation in the present context.
II. FORMAL CONSIDERATIONS
We consider the adiabatic formalism for the
A11X(p ,d)AX and A11X@p ,d*(S)#AX reactions leading to
bound and unbound S-wave np pairs. It is important for the
present work to make clear the essential differences in the
calculations for the two systems and so they are developed in
some detail within a common notation. We will evaluate the
transition amplitudes for the processes in a zero-range ap-
proximation. While this will affect the deduced values of the
spectroscopic factors for the transferred neutron, these can be
fixed by reference to the available (p ,d) data. The relative
magnitudes of the bound and continuum amplitudes, of pri-
mary interest here, will be accurately described.
A. Transition amplitudes
Since the coupling of the singlet (1S0) and triplet (3S1)
continuum np states is negligible, the transition amplitudes
for singlet and triplet processes can be considered separately.
Thus, the amplitude for neutron pickup, to form an np pair
with spin S and relative energy «r , is
T f i
S ~«r!5^CS«r
~2 !~rW ,RW !uVnp
S uF l j~rWn!xp
~1 !~rWp!&, ~1!
where Vnp
S is the np interaction appropriate to spin channel
S and where we have denoted the np center of mass ~c.m.!
and relative coordinates by RW and rW , respectively. Here F l j is
the transferred neutron bound state and xp
(1)
, the incident
proton distorted wave, describes proton elastic scattering
from the target. The vectors rWn and rWp are the positions of the
transferred neutron with respect to the A particle core and of
the proton relative to the A11 system. For clarity we will
not show the transferred neutron spectroscopic factor or any
spin projection labels explicitly.In Eq. ~1!, CS«r
(2)(rW ,RW ), the three-body wave function for
the n1p1residual nucleus system, can be evaluated from
the corresponding CS«r
(1)(rW ,RW ), being the solution of the
Schro¨dinger equation, for total energy E ,
@E2Hnp2TR2Vn~rW ,RW !2Vp~rW ,RW !#CS«r
~1 !~rW ,RW !50. ~2!
Here TR is the np c.m. kinetic energy operator, Vn(rW ,RW ) and
Vp(rW ,RW ) are the nucleon-residual nucleus optical potentials,
and Hnp is the np relative motion Hamiltonian. Since the
np interaction is short ranged, an accurate evaluation of T f i
requires that the final state three-body wave functions
CS«r
(2)(rW ,RW ) be calculated accurately only in the neighbor-
hood of urWu50, i.e., urWu' range of Vnp .
The cross section ~in the c.m. frame! for neutron pickup to
an np pair, with spin S and relative energy «r , is given by
@14#
d3s~p ,d*!S5
m im f
~2p\2!2
k f
ki
uT f i
S ~«r!u2F mr\kr~2p\!3Gd«rdVrdV f ,
~3!
where dVr[dkˆ r and dV f[dkˆ f are the elements of the solid
angle for the asymptotic relative and center of mass mo-
menta of the np pair. In the above the final state c.m. and
relative motion wave numbers, k f , kr , and «r are such that
E5E f1«r5
\2k f
2
2m f
1
\2kr
2
2mr
, ~4!
with m f and mr the c.m. and relative motion reduced masses.
The normalization of Eq. ~3! implies that all scattering wave
functions in T f i
S («r) have incident plane waves Nexp(iKW RW )
with N51. Also, in Eq. ~3!, we do not show explicitly the
required spin sums and averages, over target and projectile
fragment spin projections, which are carried out in the full
spin-dependent calculations.
For the (p ,d) reaction then of course S51 and
ds~p ,d !5
m im f
~2p\2!2
k˜f
ki
uT f i~p ,d !u2dV f , ~5!
where now
T f i~p ,d !5^Cd~
2 !~rW ,RW !uVnp
S51uF l j~rWn!xp
~1 !~rWp!&. ~6!
For the description of the final state one now solves the
three-body equation
@E2Hnp2TR2Vn~rW ,RW !2Vp~rW ,RW !#Cd
~1 !~rW ,RW !50, ~7!
where the energy-momentum relations are
E5E˜f2«d5
\2k˜f
2
2m f
2«d . ~8!
B. Adiabatic approximation
We solve Eqs. ~2! and ~7! for the np continuum and deu-
teron, respectively, in the adiabatic approximation. Thus, as-
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in relation to Ef and E˜f , we replace Hnp by the np relative
energy «r and deuteron binding energy 2«d , respectively, to
guarantee the correct asymptotic boundary conditions. Thus
CS«r
~1 !~rW ,RW !'CS«r
ad ~rW ,RW !5xS«r
ad ~rW ,RW !f«r
S ~rW !, ~9!
where f«r
S (rW) is a spin S np scattering state with energy
«r , normalized such that f«r
S (rW)5exp(ikWrrW)1, and
Cd
~1 !~rW ,RW !'Cd
ad~rW ,RW !5xd
ad~rW ,RW !fd~rW !, ~10!
with fd(rW) the deuteron ground state wave function. The
functions xad in Eqs. ~9! and ~10! satisfy the equations
@E f2TR2Vn~rW ,RW !2Vp~rW ,RW !#xS«r
ad ~rW ,RW !50, ~11!
@E˜f2TR2Vn~rW ,RW !2Vp~rW ,RW !#xd
ad~rW ,RW !50, ~12!
which now depend only parametrically upon rW . These can be
solved for each rW and, for Eq. ~11!, for each value of
E f5E2«r , over the required range of relative energies in
the np final state.
It should be noted that these equations for the np c.m.
distortion in the continuum and deuteron channels differ only
in the center of mass energy available and, in the case of the
singlet continuum, the absence of spin-orbit interaction ef-
fects. To the extent that these effects are small, i.e., that for
reasonably large E , then E f5E2«r'E1«d5E˜f , provided
the energy range of the np spectrum is limited and that the
spin dependence is weak, the wave functions describing the
center of mass motions of the continuum np and bound deu-
teron systems will be very closely related. It follows that in
the adiabatic approximation the required transition ampli-
tudes are
Tad
S ~«r!5^xS«r
ad ~rW ,RW !f«r
S ~rW !uVnp
S uF l j~rWn!xp
~1 !~rWp!&,
~13!
Tad~p ,d !5^xd
ad~rW ,RW !fd~rW !uVnp
S51uF l j~rWn!xp
~1 !~rWp!&.
~14!
Although quite general, Eqs. ~11! and ~12! are solved here
assuming that breakup is to np relative S states only. The
details of the resulting partial wave expansions and solution
of the equations can be found in Sec. III of Ref. @15# in this
case.
To make clearer the similarity of the (p ,d) and (p ,d*)
calculations it is convenient to include the (2p)23 factor,
appearing in the cross section expression, Eq. ~3!, within the
np continuum states in the transition amplitude. Thus we
write
d3s~p ,d*!S5
m im f
~2p\2!2
k f
ki
uT˜ad
S ~«r!u2r~«r!d«rdVrdV f ,
~15!
where r(«r)5mr\kr /\3 is the density of states factor. The
transition amplitude is nowT˜ad
S ~«r!5^xS«r
ad ~rW ,RW !f˜«r
S ~rW !uVnp
S uF l j~rWn!xp
~1 !~rWp!&, ~16!
with the np continuum state
f˜«r
S ~rW !5(
lm
eid l
S
~«r!ul
S~r !Y lm~ rˆ !Y lm* ~kˆ r! ~17!
and where asymptotically
ul
S~r !!S 2p D
1/2 i lsin@krr2lp/21d l
S~«r!#
krr
. ~18!
For the deuteron
fd~rW !5u0~r !Y 00~ rˆ !. ~19!
C. Zero-range approximation
In calculating the transfer amplitudes, Eqs. ~14! and ~16!,
we make use of the zero-range approximation. Thus for the
continuum final state we replace
Vnp
S ~r !xS«r
ad ~rW ,RW !f˜«r
S ~rW !'D0~S ,«r!eid0
S
~«r!Y 00* ~kˆ r!
3xS«r
ad ~rW50,RW !d~rW !, ~20!
with strength parameter
D0~S ,«r!5E drWVnpS ~r !u0S~r !Y 00~ rˆ !
5A4pE drr2VnpS ~r !u0S~r !. ~21!
For the deuteron case, then
Vnp
S51~r !xd
ad~rW ,RW !fd~rW !'D0~p ,d !xd
ad~rW50,RW !d~rW !,
~22!
with
D0~p ,d !5A4pE drr2VnpS51~r !u0~r !. ~23!
In the zero-range limit only the coincidence breakup wave
functions xd
ad(rW50,RW ) and xS«r
ad (rW50,RW ) are required. These
now satisfy distorted-wave-like equations, Eqs. ~11! and
~12!, but where the distorting potentials are the sum of the
neutron and proton optical potentials at coincidence.
It follows that
T˜ad
S ~«r!5D0~S ,«r!e2id0
S
~«r!Y 00~kˆ r!M ad
S ~«r!
5D0~S ,«r!e2id0
S
~«r!Y 00~kˆ r!
3^xS«r
ad ~rW50,RW !uF l j~RW !xp~
1 !~gRW !&, ~24!
Tad~p ,d !5D0~p ,d !M ad~p ,d !
5D0~p ,d !^xd
ad~rW50,RW !uF l j~RW !xp~
1 !~gRW !&,
~25!
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d3s~p ,d*!S5
m im f
~2p\2!2
k f
ki
D0
2~S ,«r!
4p uM ad
S ~«r!u2
3r~«r!d«rdVrdV f . ~26!
Upon carrying out the integration over all relative momen-
tum directions,
d2s~p ,d*!S
dV fd«r
5
m im f
~2p\2!2
k f
ki
D0
2~S ,«r!uM ad
S ~«r!u2r~«r!,
~27!
and over a specified range of detected np relative energies
0<«r<«r
max
, dictated by experimental conditions, the single
differential cross for the emergence of a spin-S S-state np
pair is
ds~p ,d*!S
dV f
5E
0
«
r
maxd2s~p ,d*!S
dV fd«r
d«r
5
m im f
~2p\2!2
1
ki
E
0
«
r
max
k fD0
2~S ,«r!uM ad
S ~«r!u2
3r~«r!d«r . ~28!
For the (p ,d) reaction, we obtain the more familiar result
ds~p ,d !
dV f
5
m im f
~2p\2!2
k˜f
ki
D0
2~p ,d !uM ad~p ,d !u2. ~29!
To compare calculations of the @p ,d*(S)# process against
any set of measured angular distributions it is essential there-
fore to establish the range of relative energies,
0<«r<«r
max
, detected, which enter as the limits of the inte-
gral over np configurations in Eq. ~28!. We first investigate,
more generally, the theoretically expected relative magni-
tudes of the singlet and triplet @p ,d*(S)# and (p ,d) cross
sections as a function of the maximum detected energy
«r
max
.
III. ESTIMATES OF CROSS SECTIONS
We first estimate the singlet and triplet (p ,d*) cross sec-
tions relative to those of the (p ,d) reaction for the same
incident energy and neutron transfer. Since Eqs. ~28! and
~29! are written without explicit reference to spin quantum
numbers, the triplet and singlet channel expressions will
need to multiplied by (2S11) in such a comparison. This is
of course exact in the absence of the spin dependence arising
from the np-target interactions in the final state. The full spin
dependence is included exactly in the calculations presented
in the next section.
The «r dependence in the integrand of the differential
cross section, Eq. ~28!, originates from four terms: the final
state wave number k f , the zero-range constant D0(S ,«r), the
density of states factor r(«r), and the adiabatic wave func-
tion in M ad
S («r). All are included in the full calculations. In
estimating the cross sections, however, for reasonably large
energy E (535 MeV for the data of interest here! and a
limited range of np relative energies 0<«r<«r
max ('1 MeVhere! the value of k f will vary very little over the relative
energy interval and can be removed from the integral as
k¯ f , where k¯f'k˜f , is appropriate to the relative energy in-
terval. Also, since the dependence of the amplitudes
M ad
S («r) on «r is through the energy value E f5E2«r in the
equation for the adiabatic wave function, Eq. ~11!, then for a
narrow range of «r the matrix element will also have only
weak dependence on the relative energy. We will therefore
write
ds~p ,d*!S
dV f
'
m im f
~2p\2!2
k¯f
ki
uM ad
S ~«¯r!u2
3E
0
«
r
max
D0
2~S ,«r!r~«r!d«r , ~30!
with «¯r a representative relative energy. Moreover, as was
noted earlier, to the extent that the continuum and deuteron
channel c.m. energies are very similar,
E f5E2«r'E1«d5E˜f , and that the final state spin-
dependence is weak, the wave functions describing the cen-
ter of mass motions of both the singlet and triplet continuum
and bound deuteron systems will be very similar. Conse-
quently for estimation purposes we can assume
uM ad
S («¯r)u2'uM ad(p ,d)u2. In this limit the relative magni-
tudes of the (p ,d) and @p ,d*(S)# cross sections will be es-
sentially determined by 3D0
2(p ,d) ~due to the triplet final
state! for the (p ,d) reaction and (2S11)D¯ 02(S ,«rmax) for the
@p ,d*(S)# reaction, where
D¯ 0
2~S ,«r
max!5E
0
«
r
max
D0
2~S ,«r!r~«r!d«r . ~31!
In this limit, the calculation now takes the form of a single
DWBA calculation, with an effective zero-range strength pa-
rameter, but with a specific theoretical choice for the final
state distorting potentials, namely, the adiabatic potential @9#,
the sum of the n- and p-residual nucleus interactions at co-
incidence.
The singlet S-wave scattering states entering D0(S ,«r),
Eq. ~21!, are calculated from both the original Reid soft-core
@16# and more recent Nijmegan @17# versions of the 1S0
np interaction. In the spin triplet states we assume the
Hulthen potential of Ref. @18# which reproduces the deuteron
binding energy and low energy 3S1 phase shifts, but assum-
ing the state is uncoupled to the 3D1 channel. The calculated
1S0 and 3S1 zero-range transfer strengths D0
2(S ,«r)r(«r) are
presented in Fig. 1 over the relative energy interval
0<«r<1.5 MeV. The curves are scaled by (2S11), as dis-
cussed above. The dashed curve shows the result for the
1S0 channel calculated using the Reid soft-core interaction.
The solid curve uses the Nijmegan potential, which changes
the magnitude of the singlet state amplitude significantly
over the entire energy range. Our subsequent calculations use
the latter more recent parametrization. The dot-dashed curve
is the calculated 3S1 channel strength. The sharp rise and the
dominant singlet state strength at small relative energies re-
flects the S-wave virtual state. By contrast the broader con-
tribution from the triplet state increases at larger relative en-
ergies. The results on the presented energy range agree to
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lated from the Watson-Migdal factor, which, with our nor-
malizations, reads
D0
2~S ,«r!r~«r!'F2A2S \22mrD S sind0
S~«r!
kr
D G 2r~«r!.
~32!
There are more significant deviations from the forms of
Kolltveit and Nagatani @5#. The relationship of theirs and the
present work gives
D0
2~S ,«r!r~«r!'F2A2S \22mrD G
2 aS
2
kr
2aS
21~12kr
2aSrS!
2 r~«r!,
~33!
where the singlet and triplet scattering lengths and effective
range parameters were a05223.7 fm, r052.6 fm,
a155.38 fm, and r151.7 fm.
The calculated transfer strengths (2S11)D¯ 02(S ,«rmax) are
presented in Table I for «r
max values from 0.1 to 1.5 MeV.
FIG. 1. Calculated zero-range transfer strengths
(2S11)D02(S ,«r)r(«r) over the np relative energy interval to 1.5
MeV. The 1S0 terms are shown by the dashed and solid curves for
the Reid soft-core and Nijmegan potentials, respectively. The dot-
dashed curve is the 3S1 strength.Also shown is the ratio of the singlet d* to the deuteron
@3D0
2(p ,d)# transfer strengths and the ratio of the expected
singlet to triplet d* final state contributions, expressed as a
percentage of the total continuum transfer cross section on
the interval 0<«r<«r
max
. For the Hulthen potential used
@18#, D0(p ,d)52125.0 MeV fm3/2 or D02(p ,d)515625
MeV2 fm3. The estimated (p ,d) to @p ,d*(S50)# reaction
cross section ratios are shown in the fourth column of the
table and depend sensitively on the detected relative motion
phase space, as do the fractions of singlet and triplet state
continuum strengths, as is evident from Fig. 1. For
«r
max51.0 MeV, however, we calculate a factor of 37 differ-
ence between the (p ,d) and @p ,d*(S50)# cross sections
and approximately equal singlet and triplet channel np con-
tributions.
IV. RESULTS OF FULL ADIABATIC MODEL
CALCULATIONS
We calculate the 13C(p ,d)12C and 13C(p ,d*)12C single
nucleon transfer reactions leading to the 01 ground state
(p1/2 neutron transfer! and first excited 21 (Ex54.44 MeV!
state (p3/2 neutron transfer! of 12C. We perform zero-range
calculations, Eqs. ~28! and ~29!, using a modified version of
the program TWOFNR @19#. The radial integrals are carried
out from 0 to 20 fm in steps of 0.1 fm. The maximum num-
ber of partial waves used was 30 for both the entrance and
exit channels. The program has been modified so that the
calculated adiabatic radial wave functions can be read in.
The separation energy prescription is used for the bound
state neutron wave functions in a real Woods-Saxon well.
The radius and diffuseness parameters of the bound state
potential are 1.25 fm and 0.65 fm, respectively. The bound
neutron spin-orbit force is fixed at 6.0 MeV. In the three-
body adiabatic model calculations of the deuteron- and np-
12C wave functions, Eqs. ~11! and ~12!, we make use of the
global optical potential parameter set of Bechetti and Green-
lees @20# evaluated at half the final state c.m. energy
(E f /2). The spin-orbit interactions are included and contrib-
ute to the S51 channels. The entrance channel proton opti-
cal potential parameters are taken from @21#, as are those of
the deuteron optical potential used in the distorted wave
Born approximation calculations for the 13C(p ,d)12C system
which are presented for comparison purposes in Figs. 2 and
3.TABLE I. Calculated transfer strengths (2S11)D¯ 02(S ,«rmax), ratio of the singlet d* and deuteron transfer
strengths, and percentage singlet state contributions, for «r
max values from 0.1 to 1.5 MeV.
«r
max D¯ 0
2(S50,«rmax) 3D¯ 02(S51,«rmax) 3D02(p ,d)/D¯ 02(S50,«rmax) Singlet
~MeV! ~MeV2 fm3) ~MeV2 fm3) (%)
0.1 171.9 44.0 272.6 79.7
0.3 494.2 212.0 94.8 70.0
0.5 754.4 432.2 62.1 63.6
0.7 976.9 682.2 48.0 59.0
1.0 1263.2 1095.2 37.1 53.6
1.5 1671.2 1816.6 28.0 47.9
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We first calculate the 13C(p ,d) 12C transitions in the
adiabatic approximation and DWBA. These adiabatic (p ,d)
calculations determine the spectroscopic factors for the
ground and 21 transfers which are then held fixed in the
remaining calculations for the (p ,d*) reactions. We assume
that the np interaction is the Hulthen potential of Ref. @18#
for which D0(p ,d)52125.0 MeV fm3/2. Figure 2 shows the
calculations and data @10# for the ground state p1/2 neutron
transfer. The solid curve shows the adiabatic model calcula-
tion. The dashed and dot-dashed curves are DWBA calcula-
tions assuming the Perey deuteron optical potential and
folded deuteron potential ~assuming the Bechetti-Greenlees
@20# nucleon interactions!, respectively. The calculated angu-
lar distributions are very similar to those of Toyokawa et al.
@7# calculated within the coupled channels ~CCBA and
CDCC! description. The angular structure of the adiabatic
three-body calculations provides a better description of the
measurements. For this ground state transition, all calcula-
tions correspond to a spectroscopic factor of 1.0, which is the
value subsequently assumed.
Figure 3 shows the calculations and data for the p3/2 neu-
tron transfer leading to the 12C 21 final state. The curves are
as in Fig. 2. The adiabatic calculation ~solid curve! assumes
a spectroscopic factor of 1.50, which is then held fixed. The
breakup effects are large and DWBA calculations do not lead
to a fast enough falloff with angle when compared with the
empirical angular distributions. Our use of the zero-range
approximation means that the absolute values of the spectro-
scopic factors obtained are slightly larger than those of the
finite-range calculations of @7#. The ratio of the p1/2 and
FIG. 2. Tabulated and calculated differential cross section angu-
lar distributions for the 13C(p ,d)12C~g.s! reaction at 35 MeV. The
figure compares the adiabatic ~solid curve! and DWBA calculations
using a deuteron folded ~dot-dashed curve! and optical ~dashed
curve! potentials. The spectroscopic factor is 1.0 for all calcula-
tions.p3/2 spectroscopic factors is, however, very similar to that
reported in this earlier analysis.
B. p ,d* reaction calculations
We now compare full adiabatic calculations of the
@p ,d*(S)# process against the tabulated singlet channel
single differential cross section angular distributions @10#.
Outgoing d* c.m. angular distributions for the ground state
and 4.44 MeV state transitions are calculated from Eq. ~28!
using the spectroscopic factors deduced from the (p ,d) sys-
tem. The full «r dependence in the integrand in the differen-
tial cross section is included in these calculations. The en-
trance and exit channel interactions are the same as those
used for the (p ,d) calculations.
The recently reported experiment @7# extracts only the
S50 channel angular distributions. The details of the analy-
sis of the experiment are such that the tabulated
@p ,d*(S50)# cross sections @10# correspond, in the lan-
guage of this paper, to a value «r
max51.0 MeV @22#. In Figs.
4 and 6 we show the tabulated data points for the (p ,d)
~open circles! and @p ,d*(S50)# ~solid circles! processes for
the ground and 21 12C transitions, respectively. These fig-
ures show that the tabulated data for the ground and 21
states differ by a factor of less than an order of magnitude at
forward angles, and that some d*(S50) cross section data
points actually exceed those of the (p ,d) channel at larger
angles. The ratio is of order 5, reaching a maximum of 8 in
the diffraction minimum at 28°, for the p1/2 transition and is
of order 4 for the p3/2 transition at 33°. Our adiabatic model
estimate, for this «r
max
, was a factor of 37 difference in these
cross sections.
FIG. 3. Tabulated and calculated differential cross section angu-
lar distributions for the 13C(p ,d)12C~21, 4.44 MeV! reaction at 35
MeV. The curves are as in Fig. 2. The spectroscopic factors are
1.50, 1.60, and 1.12 for the adiabatic, DWBA ~folding potential!,
and DWBA ~optical potential! calculations, respectively.
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triplet ~short dashed curves! (p ,d*) contributions. The long
dashed curves show the sum of these singlet and triplet con-
tributions, which, as discussed in our earlier estimates, are
FIG. 4. Tabulated differential cross section angular dis-
tributionss for the 13C(p ,d)12C~g.s! ~open circles! and
13C@p ,d*(S50)#12C~g.s! ~solid circles! reactions at 35 MeV. The
calculated singlet ~solid curve!, triplet ~short dashed curve!, and
summed ~long dashed curve! @p ,d*(S)# contributions are also
shown. The dot-dashed curve is 8 times the calculated
@p ,d*(S50)# contribution.
FIG. 5. Calculated vector analyzing power angular distributions
for the 13C@p ,d*(S)# 12C~g.s! reactions at 35 MeV. The calculated
singlet ~solid curve!, triplet ~short dashed curve! and summed ~long
dashed curve! @p ,d*(S)# contributions are shown.approximately equal when integrated on the energy interval
0<«r<1.0 MeV. Figures 5 and 7 show the calculated vector
analyzing powers iT11(S) for the ground and 21 states. As
in Figs. 4 and 6 the curves show the singlet ~solid! and triplet
~short dashed! (p ,d*) contributions. These are calculated
from the iT11(S ,«r) at each relative energy by averaging
with respect to the double differential cross section of Eq.
~27!. The long dashed curves show the appropriately
weighted summed contribution if one makes no spin separa-
tion in the final state. It is apparent that, for the ground state
transition, this additional observable shows considerable sen-
FIG. 6. As for Fig. 4, but for the 12C~21, 4.44 MeV! state
transition at 35 MeV. The dot-dashed curve is now 10 times the
calculated @p ,d*(S50)# contribution.
FIG. 7. As for Fig. 5, but for the 12C~21, 4.44 MeV! state
transition at 35 MeV.
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(p ,d*) data using polarized protons would thus be of great
value in clarifying these S50 and S51 continuum channel
effects and the separation of data for the two channels.
There is clearly significant disagreement between the
magnitudes of the adiabatic calculations of the singlet chan-
nel cross sections and the tabulated numbers and ~CCBA and
CDCC! calculations of @7# by almost an order of magnitude.
To clarify the actual factor, the dash-dotted curves the Figs.
4 and 6 are obtained when the calculated singlet channel
cross sections are multiplied by a factor of 8 for the ground
state case, Fig. 4, and 10 for the 21 state, Fig. 6. These
required renormalization factors indicate that our earlier es-
timate of a factor of order 37 difference in the cross sections
is also confirmed by the full calculations which include the
final state spin-dependent distortions and energy dependence.
C. Angular distributions
In addition to the observed differences in magnitude, the
measured @p ,d*(S50)# cross sections fall off more slowly
than the (p ,d) cross section at large angles. The discussion
of Sec. III suggested that the angular distributions for the
(p ,d) and both @p ,d*(S)# channels should be rather similar
if E f'E˜f , provided the final state spin dependence is not
large. In the full adiabatic calculations, the angular distribu-
tions for the singlet and triplet continuum are slightly differ-
ent, the effect of correctly including the reaction Q values,
and the spin-orbit interaction effects in the S51 final state.
The Q values are 24.942«r MeV in the (p ,d*) reactions
and 22.78 MeV in the (p ,d) reaction to the 12C ground
state. To clarify the importance of these effects, we rescale
the full (p ,d) and @p ,d*(S50)# cross section calculations to
remove the transfer strength factors (2S11)D02(p ,d) and
D¯ 0
2(S50,«rmax). That is, we evaluate
ds~p ,d*!S50
dV f YD¯ 02~S50,«rmax!' m im f~2p\2!2 k
¯f
ki
uM ad
S50~«¯r!u2
~34!
and
ds~p ,d !
dV f
/~2S11 !D0
2~p ,d !5
m im f
~2p\2!2
k˜f
ki
uM ad~p ,d !u2,
~35!
which would be equal in the absence of these considerations.
The scaled angular distributions are shown in Fig. 8 by the
solid (d) and dashed @d*(S50)# curves. Thus, although the
magnitudes of the @p ,d*(S50)# cross sections scale princi-
pally with D¯ 0
2(S50,«rmax), there are significant effects on the
angular distribution due to the spin dependence and Q value
effects. The magnitude of these effects is in reasonable ac-
cordance with the data, Figs. 4 and 6.
D. Comparison with CCBA and CDCC calculations
Coupled channels Born approximation calculations,
which made use of the CDCC method @8# for treating the
final states, accompanied the published data discussed above
@7#. These CCBA calculations are discussed in more detail in
Ref. @10#. Those calculations reproduced the magnitude ofthe tabulated @p ,d*(S50)# cross sections and thus also dis-
agree with the calculations of the present work by approxi-
mately an order of magnitude. The CDCC calculations use a
quite different technique for solving the three-body final
state, reducing its description to an effective two-body
coupled channels problem, with associated two-body phase
space. The data are compared there with the calculated cross
sections for transfer into a single np continuum bin state,
constructed from np singlet states on the interval
0<«r<1.0 MeV. Thus, while the calculations assume
«r
max51 MeV, as used here, a single representative np
breakup state is assumed, the simple average of the energy-
dependent np scattering states over the 1.0 MeV interval.
Additionally @10#, when calculating the cross section an-
gular distributions for the continuum transfers from the theo-
retical CCBA amplitudes, these amplitudes are multiplied by
a Watson-Migdal-type multiplicative factor. Following usual
notations, e.g., @23#, this is denoted 1/u f (2k¯r)u and, in @10#,
is evaluated at a representative np relative momentum. This
factor will indeed enhance the calculated cross sections con-
siderably. However, it is our understanding that the CDCC
theory, as used by Toyokawa et al., which uses realistic cor-
related and energy-dependent np scattering states in con-
structing the np relative motion bin states, already incorpo-
rates such final state interaction effects implicitly. Such
three-body effects will therefore already have been included
within the calculated CDCC and CCBA transition ampli-
tudes.
In the adiabatic limit, discussed here, the double differen-
tial cross section is of course calculated for each final state
relative np energy «r and the three-body phase space is re-
tained. Such questions, relating to the treatment of the energy
dependence of the np system, do not therefore arise.
FIG. 8. Calculated (p ,d) ~solid curve! and @p ,d*(S50)#
~dashed curve! cross section angular distributions for the 12C~g.s!
transition rescaled to remove the transfer strength factors
3D0
2(p ,d) and D¯ 02(S50,«rmax), respectively.
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Theoretical techniques for the treatment of transfer reac-
tions leading to final states in the continuum, and to systems
exhibiting virtual states, are likely to become increasingly
important in our efforts to understand the structure of light
nuclei at the neutron drip line. Given the limited accuracy, at
present, of data for such exotic systems, the availability of
high-precision light-ion data offers the opportunity to make
quantitative investigations of the accuracy of theoretical
models. The (p ,d*) reaction is particularly suited to study
such effects, given that the system is described by the under-
lying free np interaction. The existence, in this case, of the
bound deuteron system adds the requirement for a consistent
description of both the bound and continuum transfers, and
for the calculation of the correct relative strengths of the two
processes.
To this end we have developed the adiabatic model for-
malism for (p ,d*) pickup reactions. We have applied the
formalism to calculations of the 13C@p ,d*(S)#12C reaction
with 35 MeV incident proton energy. The adiabatic approach
is shown to make very clear the relationship between the
three-body dynamics in the bound (p ,d) and continuum
(p ,d*) final states. For small values of the maximum de-
tected relative energy of the np pair, «r
max
, the relative en-
ergy dependence of the (p ,d*) cross sections is determined
principally by the intrinsic behavior of the free np system in
singlet and triplet states. These singlet and triplet state con-
tributions can be analyzed separately, due to the weak cou-
pling between spin channels, at the energies of current inter-
est. The contribution from the spin singlet state is dominant
at small relative energies. By use of approximate and fulladiabatic calculations, we calculate theoretical expectations
for the singlet channel pickup cross section, relative to that
of the (p ,d) channel.
The calculated (p ,d) and @p ,d*(S50)# cross sections are
compared with recently reported experimental results. There
is, approximately, an order of magnitude discrepancy be-
tween the calculated and reported singlet channel cross sec-
tions. By contrast, the (d ,p) cross sections, which the adia-
batic model shows are theoretically very closely related, are
reasonably described both in magnitude and angular form.
Calculations of the vector analyzing power show that for
the 13C@p ,d*(S)#12C~g.s! transitions, the observable reveals
considerable sensitivity to the channel spin value in the con-
tinuum final states. Additional (p ,d*) data using polarized
proton beams would thus be of great value in clarifying this
situation and quantifying the importance, and the separation
of data, for the S50 and S51 channels. The presented adia-
batic approach, for transfer reactions with three-body final
states experiencing large final state interaction effects, is
more generally applicable.
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